Recognizing the importance and wisdom of deploying a single infrastructure to meet your Asset Tracking, Infant Security and Wandering Patient Protection needs, we developed the InteleNett™ Wireless Asset Management solution, a Real Time Location and Personal Security System that has the ability to support multiple applications on a single platform. Whether you want to track and locate assets to utilize your resources effectively, or protect your patients, InteleNett™ gives you the flexibility and scalability to achieve your goals.

InteleNett™ ensures a rapid ROI by reducing unnecessary capital expenditures, while equipping you with state-of-the-art technology that is standards based where available.

You have the luxury of starting with one application, and then growing your system over adding to it over time, using InteleNett superior versatility.

With the largest selection of tag types available, and the smallest tags in the industry, InteleNett™ assists you with your regulatory conformance, protects your patients, and allows for proper accounting and management of your assets.

InteleNett™ – A single infrastructure and system platform to satisfy all your tracking, location, management and security requirements.

CALL TODAY!
800.561.1768 Ext. 1
to speak to our sales department
www.cybermedix.com

CyberMedix InteleNett™ System and its components conform to the UL-294 Standard